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RADIO TELEVISION SUISSE

SONOSAX SX62R

From February 2012, the Swiss Televisions will
broadcast all programs in HD; to meet its new
challenges and to cover the evolution of their future
needs in terms of production, RTS Radio Television
Suisse (french speaking television) conducted a
harsh assessment of three competing products and
ultimately referred her choice on the new SONOSAX
SX62R; 16 units have been delivered to RTS by early
September.
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Giovanni Del Gaudio – head of "On Location Sound"
dept- and his close collaborator Matilda Angullo
explain the choice of SONOSAX SX62R:
"We wanted a true 6-channel analog mixer that can
cover all shooting conditions. The versatility of
SX62R makes it a perfect tool because you can
configure it quickly regardless of the production's
requirements; be it a simple sound recording,
sending a final "dialogue" mix to the camera while
recording ambient sounds in M/S on the CF card, for
multi-camera productions or recording music on
multitrack for example. The many possible
configurations of the mixer, pre/post fader
assignments and the routing matrix on the recorder
offer to sound engineer's a great flexibility in their
works; recording a final mix on the camera while
saving a back up mix on the recorder, being able to
supply all iso tracks for post-production purposes
are a real security for the producers.
The audio files of SX62R offer an extensive
implementation of metadata, they proved to be
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with a new remote controller
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perfectly compatible with our audio and video
editing systems..
Sound quality was also an important criterion
in selecting the products we tested; the sonic
performances of the SONOSAX SX62R are
irreproachable, as for the SONOSAX SX42
mixer that we are using extensively for over 7
years. SONOSAX product reliability also
counted when choosing of SX62R"
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The strength of the Swiss franc is abnormally
high and currency speculation leads to
instability in exchange rates.
If you wish to purchase a SONOSAX product,
feel free to contact us directly, we will give
you a firm offer in Euro or Dollars with short
term.

LEASING
SONOSAX SAS SA can offer you to acquire its
products in leasing, do not hesitate to contact
us for an offer and we will examine a leasing
proposal, depending on your country of
residence.
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SONOSAX SX-ES84 available now

www.sonosax.ch
Announced in late March, the first
deliveries of the SX-ES84 have taken
place by early August already. This
new mixer is identical to the SX-ES64
but simply has two additional input
channels.
Channel's direct outputs (configurable
pre/post fader), 4 mixing busses
assignable pre/post fader and two
independent monitoring sections with
private line for communication are
part of the basic system.
The semi-parametric 3 bands
equalizers and the digital outputs are
available as options.
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SONOSAX SX-ST internal recorder
firmware 4.1 and new remote controller
The Firmware version 4.1 for the SX-R4 is a direct
result of the development of the SX62R. The version
4.1 will soon be available also for the integrated
recorder of the SONOSAX SX-ST; however, the update
is only possible with the new remote control which is
currently being manufactured.
Based on a color touch screen identical to that of the
SX62R, this new remote controller offers a very
friendly user interface and allows direct access to
configuration settings and easy editing of metadata
pre or post recording.
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